Kyalami Park Club
KYALAMI EQUESTRIAN PARK GATE GSM AGREEMENT
Gates at Dahlia Road entrance, and Horse Head entrance

Name and Surname
Personal Cell Number

INFORMATION SHEET RECEIVED?

THE KEPGS HAS BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME

YES

NO

YES

NO

I, the undersigned, hereby confirm and agree to the following:
1. My usage of the Kyalami Equestrian Park (KEP) Dahlia Road and/or Horsehead Gate
GSM System (KEPGS) will at all times conform to the terms and conditions of this
agreement.
2. I understand that the Dahlia Road gate will be closed from 19h00 to 06h00 daily and that
the Horsehead gate will be closed from 19h00 to 06h00 on week days, and from 17h00
on Friday to 06h00 on Monday and on non-show weekends, or from 12h00 on Friday to
06h00 on Monday on KEP Closed Weekends which are shown on the KPC Calendar.
3. I understand and acknowledge that Kyalami Equestrian Park (KEP) will be manned
between 07h00 and 16:00 and that any horse riding on the KEP property before 07h00
and after 16h00 will be entirely at my own risk as there will be no one to assist me before
07h00 and after 16h00.
4. I understand and acknowledge that these gates are an external gate to Beaulieu and
Kyalami Equestrian Park (KEP), and may therefore be a major security hazard if left
open or if used by unauthorised persons. I will NOT compromise the security of
Beaulieu, KEP or any of its residents through my usage of the KEPGS.

5. I understand that the KEPGS will be programmed to recognise my cell phone number as
set out above. This means that any usage of the KEPGS by me will be logged on the
system.
6. I confirm that the cell number set out above is my own personal cell number.
7. The KEPGS system may be changed at any time for security or technical upgrade
reasons.
8. I understand that my usage of the system may be cancelled or suspended in the event
of abuse of the KEPGS or any breach of the provisions of this agreement.
9. Only members of GHS Club who are members in good standing and who have paid their
annual subscription and levies will be entitled to be registered on the KEPGS.
10. I understand that my registration on the KEPGS is for my personal use only.
11. I confirm that I will NOT:
a) provide my cell phone to any other person (including family or staff) in order for
them to make use of the KEPGS;
b) call the KEPGS number unless I am physically located at the KEP gate;
c) call the KEPGS number in order to open the KEP gate for any other person;
d) Provide the KEPGS number to any other person;
e) Call the KEPGS number in order to open the gate for any non KPC members;
12. I undertake to ensure that the KEP gate closes behind me as soon as I have passed
through it and will remain in attendance until the gate is closed, thereby preventing the
passage of unauthorized persons.
13. I acknowledge that my usage of KEP and the KEPGS is entirely at my own risk.
14. My attention has been drawn to the many hazards which may affect horses or bicycles,
inter alia: residents’ dogs and other animals on adjacent properties, water troughs,
debris on the trails, collapsing ground due to termites, carriage drivers, trees with
overhanging branches, fast moving traffic on roads connecting the trails, etc. I am also
aware that resident walkers, dog walkers, runners and cyclists who are members are
allowed to use KEP. Cyclists must stop and dismount when approached by a horse rider
and wait until the rider has passed safely before moving on.
15. By signing this agreement I indemnify GHS/KEP/Kyalami Park Club and SANEC, any of
its officers, for any injury sustained and shall have no claim of whatsoever, including
arising from negligence, whilst using any part of KEP or the KEPGS.
SIGNED BY ME AT ____________________

ON ____________________

SIGNATURE: _________________________________

